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Oncerning the Tax Administration and Tax Collection (2011 draft) to "where a 
taxpayer fails to pay tax within the time limit as prescribed in the rules, or a 
withholding agents fails to remit tax within the time limit as prescribed in the rules, 
impose a fine on a daily basis at the rate of 0.05% of the amount of tax in 
arrears ,commencing on the day the tax payment is in default" requirement, although 
the proportion of fine for delaying payment does not charge ,"fine for delaying 
payment shall not Fine for delaying payment is an important system of tax collection 
and management. It is to urge the taxpayer to fulfill its obligations to pay taxes in 
accordance with law, to guarantee the tax registration in time, to play an 
irreplaceable role. Our country (the mainland area, similarly hereinafter) the current 
tax fine for delaying payment system, no matter in the theoretical level, or law 
enforcement practice level, its nature, function and other aspects of knowledge are 
quite a few problems. Especially legislative defects, leading to many law 
enforcement confusion, affect the play of its action, also influence the degree of 
compliance with tax laws. Compared to our tax fine for delaying payment system, 
Germany, Japanese and Taiwan Province’s payment systems in some ways reflect 
their advance. And study their systems as well as the degree of integration of theory 
and practice, can take its advantages for our country's fine for delaying payment 
system development for reference.  
This paper is divided into four parts: in the first part , the concept of fine for 
delaying payment, function and its properties are simply introduced, the article has a 
fundamental discussion of the background, and the knowledge of the fine for 
delaying payment system in tax status and role; The second part according to the 
author’s practice of the tax law enforcement , points out the problems of the current 
tax fine for delaying payment system in provisions content, time limit, execution and 













the relevant system are also analyzed; The third part mainly introduced the general 
situation of Germany, Japanese and Taiwan Province's fine for delaying payment 
system and the reference for our country; The fourth part by comparing with the 
foreign and relevant areas on the basis of fine for delaying payment system, puts 
forward the solution of the system of fine for delaying payment of tax problems and 
countermeasures, and designs the collect payment legislative rules specific to the 
article content .  
The new revision of Law of The PRC Ce more than pay less, the amount of the 
unpaid tax" set a ceiling, also to "taxpayers or withholding agents of the property, 
bank accounts by the tax department to implement preservation measures or 
compulsory execution measures, lead to taxpayers or withholding agents is really 
difficult to pay or remit in accordance with the provisions of the tax period, from the 
date of implementation of the measures to the date of termination; due to force 
majeure, the taxpayer, withholding agent fails to pay or remit the tax in accordance 
with the provisions of the tax period, from the date of the occurrence of the force 
majeure situation until elimination" two kinds of situations may suspend fine for 
delaying payment calculation. Not only is to other countries and regions of the 
system of fine for delaying payment for reference, also reflects our country fine for 
delaying payment system construction's remarkable progress, also shows the author's 
view about. Of course, compared with developed countries, the fine for delaying 
payment system in China needs to be further improved to make it better for tax 
collection and management  
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